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Abstract: This paper presents a conceptual information for calculation of score and identification of risk in the passport data to find out the fraud entries in the dataset. This paper also gives information about different level of checks applied on the passport dataset to find out the suspicious entries in the dataset. After computation of the score for each entry in the database risk is identified on the basis of low, medium and high according to the set ranges. Dataset taken for this study is the primary database of the passport holders and applican. In this 3 types of datasets are used to find the score. Different database are required for performing different types of checks for risk computation and its identification.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Indian passport is the primary travel document issued by the Government of India to its citizens. It enables the bearer to travel internationally and serves as proof of Indian citizenship as per the "The Passports Act" (1967). The Consular Passport & Visa (CPV) Division of the Ministry of External Affairs, functioning as the central passport organization, is responsible for issuance of Indian passports on demand to all eligible Indian citizens. Passports are issued at 37 locations across the country and at 162 Indian missions (High Commissions, Embassies and Consular posts) abroad.

A passport is a government-issued travel document that certifies the identity and nationality of its holder for the purpose of international travel. The elements of identity contained in all standardized passports include information about the holder, including name, date of birth, sex and place of birth.

A passport displays nationality, but not the place of residence of the passport holder. The passport holder is normally entitled to re-enter the country that issued the passport in accordance with the laws of that country, and in some instances of gaining a new citizenship, to enter that country for the first time. A passport does not necessarily grant the passport holder entry into any other country, nor to consular protection while abroad or other privileges, such as immunity from arrest or prosecution. Those rights and privileges, if and when applicable, arise from international treaties.

Risk is the probability or threat of quantifiable damage, injury, liability, loss, or any other negative occurrence that is caused by external or internal vulnerabilities, and that may be avoided through preemptive action. Risk is the potential of losing something of value, weighed against the potential to gain something of value. Values (such as physical health, social status, emotional well being or financial wealth) can be gained or lost when taking risk resulting from a given action, activity and/or inaction, foreseen or unforeseen. Risk can also be defined as the intentional interaction with uncertainty. Risk perception is the subjective judgment people make about the severity of a risk, and may vary person to person. Any human endeavor carries some risk, but some are much riskier than others. In this work risk is calculated with the help of Index Check, Prior Approval Check and Police Verification Check then the total score was calculated and then classify it as High, Medium and Low risk.

1.1. Significance of the problem -

The paper is used to find the fraud instances or entries from the passport database. If we take this prototype for police verification, for index check and for prior approval check then the proposed work will find out the fraud persons which are willing for another passport. From the first part of the problem we will list out all the persons which are holding more than one passport, which is illegal. In this we will calculate the score with the help of databases. Today most of the people apply for the passport and some of them are fraud applicants i.e. they have the passport but they want more then one these types of activities by the people are not relevant and then the passport officers needs to check all the information about the applicant with the help of different checks and assign score to the applicants and then classify them into different risk types. Computation of score and identification of risk is the main significance of this work.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

For solving the problem some research techniques and methodologies are used for obtaining the desired result. Some tools and algorithms are required for obtaining the result. Those methods and tools are discussed under this section. Main steps under the research methodologies are:-

1. Review of literature and research papers

First of all literatures and research papers were reviewed for getting more information about the problem and knowing which type of work was done by others on this topic and by which method.

2. Organize field visits

Field visit was organized to NIC (NATIONAL INFORMATICS CENTRE) New Delhi, INDIA, nodal agency for passport preparation. From there we get...
information about the flow of work regarding passport databases and related compilation.

3. Study database attributes and data structure
Attributes and Structure of the database was thoroughly studied for finding out useful attributes from the passport. For critical attributes (attributes that define risk) used in the database first and last page of the passport was studied.

4. Study the work flow
The work flow in the work centres like NIC and TCS (TATA CONSULTANCY SERVICE, SOFTWARE SOLUTION PROVIDER) New Delhi, INDIA which are the main centres of the passport was studied for getting information regarding to the different checks required for getting fraud entry.

5. Organize the database
At last database was organized with useful attributes and populate it.

Data collection and system study -- The research strategy adopted was to conduct a survey to gather information required to solve the problems specified in the work. The fieldwork was conducted at the sites during the period from February 2014 to May 2014. The main data collection techniques used in this research study were semi-structured interviews, group discussion, participant observation, documentation analysis and questionnaires. Visit to NIC (National Information Centre) was conducted a few times for the purpose of the system study required in analysis and collection of required data.

Collection of data – the whole data regarding to passport was mainly collected from the TCS office which now a days handles all the information related to passports. The database consist of 478 entries which is the primary data using random sampling.

3. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
The concept of score calculation is also applied on the banking sector, for crime profiling, for identifying maximum revenue by the network provider. The score calculation model given by the banking system called the cibit model. Fraud detection can be supervised or unsupervised. Supervised methods use a database of known fraudulent/legitimate cases from which to construct a model which yields a suspicion score for new cases. Traditional statistical classification methods [1][2] (Hand, 1981; McLachlan, 1992), such as linear discriminant analysis and logistic discrimination, have proved to be effective tools for many applications, but more powerful tools [3,4,5] (Ripley, 1996; Hand, 1997; Webb, 1999), especially neural networks, have also been extensively applied. Rule-based methods are supervised learning algorithms that produce classifiers using rules of the form If {certain conditions}, Then {a consequent}. Examples of such algorithms include BAYES (Clark and Niblett, 1989), FOIL [7] (Quinlan, 1990) and RIPPER [9] (Cohen, 1995). Tree-based algorithms such as CART [10] (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone, 1984) and C4.5 [8] (Quinlan, 1993) produce classifiers of a similar form. Combinations of some or all of these algorithms can be created using meta-learning algorithms to improve prediction in fraud detection [11] (e.g., Chan, Fan, Prodromidis and Stolfo, 1999).

Traditionally, marketers must first identify customer cluster using a mathematical mode and then implement an efficient campaign plan to target profitable customers (12-15). Useful information is often overlooked, and the potential benefits of increased computational and data gathering capabilities are only partially realized. Only through data mining techniques, it is possible to extract useful pattern and association from the customer data (16).

4. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The research objectives of the paper are achieved by the following steps:
1. Collect information about passport holders and applicants then mine this database for getting necessary information only.
2. By using different checks compute the score for each applicant.
3. Then identify the risk and classify the applicants with different types of risk.

These checks are described below :-

a. INDEX CHECK : Attributes used in the index check database are
1. Social security number of the applicant
2. Name and father’s name of the passport holder or applicant
3. Date of birth of the person and address
4. Old passport number if another passport exist in past
5. Index Check flag which gives information whether the applicant cleared this check or not.

From the index check database we can get information about a person that whether a person has another passport or not. If applicant has another passport and it is not expired then another passport was not issued to that person then the not clear flag was assigned to that person. There are different conditions from where a certain index check flag was assigned to a particular applicant, these are –

- When a person has another passport and was not expired then Not Clear Flag was raised for that person.
- When a person does not give its old passport number but (s) he has another passport and the entries in the main database reflected the old passport number of that person then the not clear flag was raised for that person.
- When a person has another old passport but (s) he give wrong passport number, then the not clear flag was raised.
- When a person has another old passport but that passport was expired then the clear flag was raised.
- When a person doesn’t have another passport and (s) he applied for fresh passport then clear flag was raised.

The score assigned to Not Clear Flag was 2 and to clear flag was 0.

b. PRIOR APPROVAL CHECK :
Attributes used in the prior approval check database are same as in the Index Check database except the old passport number and Index Check Flag. This database gives information about the persons which are banned or
black listed means which are not applicable for issuing the passport for any of the reason. The score assigned to that person was 8. Prior Approval Check gives information about the applicant, whether (s) he is banned in the country or not?

c. POLICE VERIFICATION CHECK:
Attributes used in the Police Verification check database are same as in the Prior. Two additional attributes are added to database which are residing duration and police verification flag. Minimum residing duration at particular place was 24 months that is 2 years if this condition was not satisfied then the passport was not issued to that person because (s) he did not clear the police verification check. In this database the information about every person was stored. From this database police verifies the person that (s) he gives the correct information or not. If the information is found to be incorrect and residing duration was less than 24 months then the flag assigned to that person was “adverse” which gives 4 score to that person and if all information was found correct then the flag assigned to that person was “clear” and score assigned to that person was 0. Then from all three databases score for each entry was filled and total score was calculated by adding all three scores.

4.1. SCORE CALCULATION AND RISK CLASSIFICATION:
For calculating score we can firstly select the attribute and after that frame the database. According to the database entries in all three databases assign the score to each entry in the passport database; for this following steps are performed:-

4.1.1. Calculating total score - total score was calculated by summing the index check score, prior approval check score and police verification score. Then we get total score for every entry in the passport database. Then total score is computed simply getting sum of index check score, PAC score and PV score.

\[ S(T) = S(PAC) + S(IC) + S(PVC) \]

4.1.2. Identifying Risk Type – Then according to score we will simply classify the score into low, medium and high risk. The range was decided for classifying the risk is as follow –

- SCORE<4 == LOW RISK,
- 4<=SCORE<6 == MEDIUM RISK,
- SCORE>=6 == HIGH RISK

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
PREPARING THE DATABASE [17] - For obtaining the result, a database containing total number of passports instances that is 478 was created which is the primary data using random sampling. Passport attributes are selected from passport that are - passport number, file number, name of the applicant, date of birth of the applicant, fathers name, address, place of issue and a unique social security number for each entry. In this problem four databases was used that are- passport database, database for index check, database for prior approval check and database for police verification.

Figure 3 shows the attributes of passport database showing file number, passport number, social security number which is unique for every person, name of the person, fathers name and many more attributes which are critical to the risk. From those datasets we can calculate score based on different criteria’s and assign score according to the instances entries in different datasets. Then according to the score we can classify the risk as low, medium and high.

Fig1. Score calculation and risk classification

Fig2. Risk computations and classification

Fig3. Attributes of the Passport Database

Fig4. Database for Prior Approval Check
Figure 4 shows the prior approval check dataset which is used to give information about the banned persons in the country i.e. which are not eligible for applying for a new passport. In this a separate list for banned people are considered for this check and score is assigned on the basis of this database.

Figure 5 shows the database for the index check which checks the old passport number and its date of issue and expiry. In this dataset an IC flag is raise in the form of NC (not clear) and C (clear). Not clear flag is raise for the entry which is not eligible for issuing a new passport.

Figure 6 shows the dataset for Police Verification Check contains basic information about the person who was applied for the passport. This database has attributes like a unique social security number, applicant name, fathers name, date of birth, residing duration and a police verification flag gives (NA) not clear and (C) clear entries.

Figure 7 shows the score for different checks like index check, police verification check and prior approval checks are described which are also used by the passport offices for finding the fraud entries in the database. The attributes used in the passport database are the critical attributes which are prone to the risk.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper gives the conceptual information regarding to the computation and identification of the risk in the passport data analysis. This work helps in identifying the activities, performed by applicants registered for issuing the passport, which are illegal or fraud. This describes the work flow and the procedure for calculating the risk score for each entry in the database. In this different types of checks like index check, police verification check and prior approval checks are described which are also used by the passport offices for finding the fraud entries in the database. The attributes used in the passport database are the critical attributes which are prone to the risk.

7. FUTURE WORK

This only gives the conceptual information regarding to the computation of score and classifying risk. The computed score and identified risks are also used for distributing the risk to check from where or which office the sensitive data originates. Furthermore the results will also validate using different algorithms.
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